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work they are suitable in every respect; they are light to install, occupy
small   space,  and   are   suitable   for  direct   coupling  to   electric motors.
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Fig. 35 shows a typical mine pump
built by Messrs. Escher, Wyss, & Co.,
Zurich. The bedplate is made suitable
for the driving motor, and transmission
is by means of a balanced flexible coup-
ling of the rubber pad and pin type. It
is now general practice to drive from the
suction end of the pump, as this permits
of dismantling the whole of the interior
without disturbing any pipe joints, as
may be seen on reference to the illus-
tration; also when many stages are neces-
sary in order to overcome the required
head, it is usual to divide the pump into
two units, and place the electric motor
between the pair.
Fig. 36.—Sinking Pump built by Messrs.
Escher, Wyss, & Co., Zurich
Duty: 265 gall, per minute, 460 ft. head,
1450 r.p.m.
Turbine pumps are particularly use-
ful during shaft-sinking operations in
mining. For sloping shafts the pump
and motor are mounted on a low trolley,
and for vertical shafts the unit is built
into a steel frame provided with means
for slinging. In both cases an exceed-
ingly light pumping unit is obtained,
and one which is easily lowered to keep
pace with the water or with the rate of
excavation. A sinking pump of the
slinging type for a vertical shaft is shown
in fig. 36. Generally speaking, sinking
pumps are not built for higher heads
than 1000 ft. or so. Limitations are im-
posed by the necessity for lightness, and
by the fact that the long vertical delivery
pipe has also to be slung, entirely or in
part, by the same means as the pump.
These handy pumping units, though
primarily designed as portable machines,
are often eventually bolted down for
continuous duty when sinking operations
are completed.
As boiler-feed pumps, the turbine or
centrifugal pump is now well established.
If the duty is to feed a single boiler, then the necessary amount of water to
be pumped is too small to permit of the installation of a sufficiently large

